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 President Putin’s official visit to Greece, his fourth since 2001, comes part when 

Russia is again painted in the West as the Big Bear threatening global peace and stability. 

The lessons of the Cold War forgotten, Western capitals, struggling with their own increasing 

domestic problems, are sending out clarion calls for “unity” and “preparedness” in the face of 

a purported neo-Soviet threat. Tension has replaced the tentative cooperative climate that had 

emerged in recent years. In January 2016, the Russian president stated that NATO is a threat 

to his country’s national security and decried what he termed a US return to “the policy of 

containment.”  

 Against this backdrop, both the European dis-Union and the US do not approve 

expanding Greek-Russian relations. But, Greece has always maintained good terms with 

Moscow. Even in the “dark” days of Soviet communism, Athens continued to nurture the 

historical ties with Christian Orthodox Mother Russia. The result was a permanent state of 

low level mistrust between Greece and the Western allies regarding the Soviet/Russian 

“threat” (even Greece’s anticommunist military dictators kept good relations with Moscow). 

When Greece went bankrupt, and lost her sovereignty to her Berlin-led creditors, this mistrust 

increased further. As we speak, the EdU, not to mention the US, prefers that Greek-Russian 

relations are “changed” toward more stout opposition to the Big Bear instead of deepening 

cooperation. 

 The Greek left-then-right-then-left-again embattled Tsipras administration, we 

assume, understands this “opaque” Western opposition to Athens strengthening its formal ties 

with Putin’s Russia. On the other hand, real Greek-Russian economic and political interests 

are at stake and trump any “allied concerns” related to expanding bilateral relations: Russia 

has strong investment interests in Greece as Athens attempts to attract foreign capital. The 

Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP), a key economic part in Greek-Russian relations, has received 

the approval of the European Commission. Athens further hopes that substantive Greek-

Russian relations may help Greece’s losing struggle with the lenders over the future of her 

unstainable sovereign debt.  

http://www.rieas.gr/
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/6e8e787e-b15f-11e5-b147-e5e5bba42e51.html
http://greece.greekreporter.com/2016/05/13/dimitris-mardas-russian-investors-showing-strong-interest-in-several-sectors-of-the-greek-economy/
http://greece.greekreporter.com/2016/03/03/european-commission-approves-greece-azerbaijan-gas-pipeline-deal/
http://www.cnbc.com/2016/05/16/tsipras-inaugurates-tap-gas-pipeline-in-greece.html
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 In a geo-political sense, Mr. Putin seeks to show to both Europe and the US has a 

strong hand in the tip of the Balkans and, thus, a potential permanent base for Russian naval 

presence in the Mediterranean (the 1970s Soviet Mediterranean Squadron, SOVMEDRON, is 

a ready blueprint for Russian action today). Greece, with a strong past of accommodating 

Soviet naval needs (anchorages, shipyard facilities, provisioning), is the best prospect for a 

Russian Med initiative soon.  

 In economic terms, Mr. Putin eyes Greek transport options with great interest. 

Borrowing a leaf from the Chinese book (China already controls a main section of the port of 

Piraeus), Russia should be prepared to do decisive bidding as Greece, forced by the lenders, 

tries the most far reaching privatization scheme in her history. A major Russian role in Greek 

transport will augment Russian capabilities to reach European markets from the south and, 

even, help Russian commercial traffic to Africa. Russia casts eyes on Greece’s energy 

industry, including the state-controlled power and natural gas companies. 

 Mr. Tsipras needs to decide between his ideological obsessions related to the extinct 

USSR and a realist “capitalist” approach to Russia’s interest in finding a firm ally inside the 

EdU. Under relentless hammering from the lenders, the Greek administration has retreated in 

haste from everything that had promised before the January 2015 election. Thus, it should not 

be difficult to apply similar practices toward Moscow and conceive a “non-socialist” 

cooperation plan to converse with Mr. Putin in pragmatic terms. 

 That being said, Mr. Tsipras has bungled so many times that his political survival is in 

question. His latest performance embodied in an omnibus bill that delivers the coup de grace 

to the Greek economy via brutal taxation, when the sovereign debt is ballooning beyond 

control, leaves no room for any palliative measures, political or otherwise.  

 Still, Mr. Putin should be expected to push for what he can get now given Greece’s 

desperate state. In standard Russian practice, Mr. Putin has not omitted the symbolic 

ingredient for his visit to Greece: he is scheduled to visit Mt. Athos, along with the Patriarch 

of All Russia’s Kiril, on the occasion of the 1000
th

 anniversary of Russian Orthodox presence 

on Greece’s Holy Mountain. While Mr. Tsipras and his party are anti-religion, at least in 

theory, they have no choice but to play the Christian hosts with the poise (and language) for 

the occasion. 

 The main obstacle in Greece “playing the Russian card” is the perennial inability of 

the corrupt, mendacious, and bankrupt Greek political class to set up firm politico-diplomatic 

targets and pursue them to fruition. Greek-Russian relations are not an exception to this rule. 

While Greece is in theory in a distinct position to exploit the long Christian tradition linking 

her with Russia, shaping a political strategy around this core has failed in the past with 

disappointing consistency. Mr. Putin’s latest visit offers yet another opportunity to jumpstart 

bilateral relations at a time when Greece is being hammered to death by her EdU “partners.” 

But, that Mr. Tsipras is in charge limits realistic hopes for success. 

 

http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/779567.pdf

